If your child has a positive test for COVID email reception@stmartins3-16.org and sue.lovecy@stmartins3-16.org
at any time so that we can inform all our parents as soon as possible if a bubble has to close

ST MARTINS SCHOOL
20 November 2020

Year 3 have been incredibly busy both in school and during their period of blended
learning at home. In October pupils created some fantastic pieces of work for Black History Month. They
completed everything from posters, to presentations to poems. As I’m sure you’ll agree they’ve worked really
hard and put a lot of effort into these pieces.
During their period of blended learning at home, the children were given the task today to design a
‘Monument or Something for the Village’ that means something to them or that would be a great asset to our
local area. This links with our Topic on ‘Local Area’ and was also for developing their English Speaking and listening skills as they are going to present their projects to the rest of the class. George has designed a clock tower with a memorial monument, and Emillie has designed a school post box to put in the school front reception
for the children from St Martins School to post letter’s or pictures to be sent to cheer people up in our local
care homes who can’t see their family during lockdown. Ms Devismes and I are incredibly proud of both of
them for their lovely thoughtful ideas

Have a lovely weekend,
Ms Lovecy
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Just a reminder to parents that we are unable to accept any forgotten items at the
school reception. We cannot break bubbles
to deliver anything to your child during the

Dates for the diary ( keep on eye on the website!)
We have lots of parents evenings etc that we are reviewing
if they can take place—we will inform parents as soon as
possible

school day. If it is a forgotten packed lunch
your child will be provided with a school

11 December—Christmas jumper/non uniform day £1 for
PTA

lunch and the diner will send you the invoice.

21 December—Christmas Holiday

Being good neighbours
Sadly despite polite notices asking parents not
to block in cars on the vets car park, this week
one of the vets was verbally abused by a parent. To protect their staff, clients and their business they will now no longer allow parents to
park. This

is private property. Ongoing threats by parents to the
vets will be handed to the police.
PE kit policy (SECONDARY) —
from September 2021


In addition to the current PE polo top,



All students must have the official Black PE skorts/
shorts from RAM leisure



Students must have the Official PE jumper/outer
layer- no other jumper is acceptable from September
2021.



All students must have black football socks (advised
to pack a spare pair of normal socks to change into)



All students must have shin pads ready for footballPE teachers will tell them dates they are needed.



All students must have suitable swimwear- swimming in PE lessons is usually after Christmas every
year. All students must have a swimming hat and
swimming goggles.

4 January PD day
5 January—students return to school

Arriva bus going through Gobowen—if the bus is full
(during COVID the capacity is reduced) the driver may
not stopping to pick up—students can catch the later
bus

We have been advised by RAM leisure that due to the
pandemic there is still a delay with the order of the grey/
purple skirts - as soon as they are in stock we will send an
update. GREY PLEATED KNEE LENGTH SKIRTS OR GREY
SCHOOL TROUSER can be worn as an alternative

https://ourschoolwear.co.uk/
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